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Clathrin-mediated endocytosis involves the coordinated assembly of clathrin cages around membrane indentations, necessitating

fluid-like reorganization followed by solid-like stabilization. This apparent duality in clathrin’s in vivo behavior provides some

indication that the physical interactions between clathrin triskelia and the membrane effect a local response that triggers fluid-

solid transformations within the clathrin lattice. We develop a computational model to study the response of clathrin protein

lattices to spherical deformations of the underlying flexible membrane. These deformations are similar to the shapes assumed

during intracellular trafficking of nanoparticles. Through Monte Carlo simulations of clathrin-on-membrane systems, we observe

that these membrane indentations give rise to a greater than normal defect density within the overlaid clathrin lattice. In many

cases, the bulk surrounding lattice remains in a crystalline phase, and the extra defects are localized to the regions of large

curvature. This can be explained by the fact that the in-plane elastic stress in the clathrin lattice are reduced by coupling defects

to highly curved regions. The presence of defects brought about by indentation can result in the fluidization of a lattice that

would otherwise be crystalline, resulting in an indentation-driven, defect-mediated phase transition. Altering subunit elasticity

or membrane properties is shown to drive a similar transition, and we present phase diagrams that map out the combined effects

of these parameters on clathrin lattice properties.

1 Introduction

Clathrin is an essential component of the common intracellu-

lar trafficking mechanism known as clathrin-mediated endocy-

tosis (CME)1,2. During CME, intracellular cage-like clathrin

lattices stabilize highly curved membrane buds that grow into

vesicles as they engulf associated cargo3–6. The majority of

these clathrin-coated vesicles (CCV’s) originate through coor-

dinated piecewise assembly of clathrin and their adaptor pro-

teins into curved clathrin-coated pits7 that close off into spher-

ical cages. However, large, distinct flat clathrin assemblies

known as “plaques” are also observed on cell membranes8–10,

with experimental visualizations and physical models raising

the possibility that some CCV’s may bud off of these larger

structures11–15. Transport via CME is crucial for eukaryotic

organism survival16–18, with aberrations linked to the spread

of pathogens19, growth of cancer20, and protein conforma-

tional diseases21. Understanding the physical transformations

central to the endocytic pathway is therefore vital for develop-

ing technology that enables efficient intracellular transport of

biomolecules.
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Recent investigations have demonstrated enhanced

biomolecular transport near regions of the cell membrane

that are locally impinged by surface-modified nanowires22.

The precise mechanisms behind this efficient delivery method

are unclear. Theoretical and experimental models have

demonstrated that this phenomenon does not often result from

direct penetration of the cell membrane23,24. Instead, we

propose that locally enhanced CME results from a physical

mechanism that enables clathrin rearrangement near the

highly curved regions at which the cell membrane is closely

adhered to the nanowires.

In this work, we present a physical model of clathrin pro-

teins on a fluctuating membrane to explore the influence of

local deformations on the thermodynamic behavior of the lat-

tice. Our computational model demonstrates that profound

changes in the architecture and bulk phase of clathrin lat-

tices can be induced by local membrane curvature compara-

ble to early wrapping profiles around nanowire indentation or

extracellular cargo. By conducting Monte Carlo simulations

of protein lattices associated to such membrane deformations,

we observe localization of defects and even a crystalline-fluid

melting transition over length scales much larger than the in-

dented region. The insertion of defects and facile adjustment

of subunits are important criteria for successful formation of

endocytic vesicles. Therefore, these findings point to a pre-

viously unconsidered driving force behind CME, in which
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between the physiologically relevant benchmarks of canonical

pits and large pathogens.

The membrane in this indented region adopts a spherical

cap shape of height H, which is defined by the fractional

indentation f ≡ H/RN . Because larger indentations lead to

sharper deformations of the membrane, our small gradient ap-

proximation shown in Eq. 1 will significantly deviate from

the exact solution at large values of f . Previous studies have

shown that there is a marked discrepancy when the indentation

approaches f = 0.5 at tensions smaller than those examined in

the current manuscript46,47, but the difference between the ap-

proximate and exact solutions will be smaller at the relatively

large tensions that we explore. An exact solution would also

lead to greater membrane curvatures surrounding the nanopar-

ticle, further encouraging the curvature-driven effects on the

protein lattice that are highlighted in this manuscript. We

therefore apply this small gradient approximation to indenta-

tions as large as f = 0.45, as it provides a conservative esti-

mate of the degree of curvature that membrane-bound lattices

may experience near nanoscale indentations.

The sphere is centered within our periodic cell in the x-y

plane and has a center of mass at a vertical location H −RN

relative to the lowest point of membrane-sphere contact, called

the “detachment point”. The detachment radius ρ0 in the x-y

plane, outside of which membrane points are free to fluctuate,

is given by ρ0 = RN

√

2 f − f 2. All membrane points within

the detachment radius are in direct contact with the sphere

surface and are accordingly not subject to thermal fluctuations

throughout our simulations.

We examine 2 finite tensions, σ = 1.9kBT/r2
0 and σ =

19kBT/r2
0, where kBT is the thermal energy. This range en-

compasses a large portion of physiologically observed ten-

sions48. We also test membranes at infinite tension that ex-

hibit a nanoparticle deformation but no out-of-plane thermal

fluctuations. The bending modulus of our membranes is held

constant throughout the simulations at κ = 4.7kBT . These

physical properties, along with the degree of nanoparticle in-

dentation, dictate the ground state configurations of our model

systems. Appendix B provides the mathematical derivation of

the membrane ground state configuration.

These nanoparticle-driven deformations can result in sig-

nificant changes to the surface area of a membrane within the

boundaries of constant dimensions in the x- and y-coordinates.

To mitigate density-based phenomena in our simulations, we

adjust the boundaries of the periodic cell so the surface area

of the ground state membrane configuration is the same (As =
2562r2

0) at all tensions and indentations. We use a constant

number of clathrin (N = 1972) in our simulations, correspond-

ing to the density of a condensed, perfectly ordered lattice

when laid on a flat, nearly square periodic membrane of area

As = 51r0 ×50.23r0. Appendix B has details of how we make

our adjustments to the boundaries of our periodic cell. The

clathrin are coupled to the membrane by fixing their z-position

to the height of the nearest membrane grid point. Throughout

the thermodynamic simulations, the clathrin are free to move

in the x-y plane, and upon each translocation their z-position

is adjusted accordingly.

Simulation Methodology. We conduct Monte Carlo (MC)

simulations using the Metropolis algorithm that determines

the probability of accepting each attempted move according

to a Boltzmann weighting49. The three types of moves of our

MC simulation are membrane motion, clathrin motion, and

clathrin binding. We employ an adaptive step-size algorithm

to maintain roughly 50% acceptance of the steps that move

the clathrin position or change the membrane shape. Each

Monte Carlo simulation is started out with the membrane in

its ground state irrespective of the clathrin lattice. A fully-

satisfied honeycomb lattice is overlaid on this membrane, with

bond connectivity that is identical to the ground state on a flat

sheet and compressed proportionally with the cell boundaries

in the x- and y- directions. For the first 2 million steps of

the simulation, we allow the membrane and clathrin hub lo-

cations to thermalize without incorporating binding attempts.

This avoids unbinding events that are driven by the unnatu-

rally contorted starting configuration of the hubs near highly

curved regions of the membrane. We run the simulations for

8 billion total steps, with each step including six membrane

moves, a single clathrin move and a single binding move. Six

repeats of these stochastic simulations for each parameter set

are conducted.

3 Results

Large, ordered clathin lattices, also known as plaques, are

observed in many experimental visualizations10,50,51 and in

our previously published simulations25,28. We characterize

plaques as two-dimensional crystals based on their long-range

orientational ordering of six-sided rings formed by their in-

terlocking legs. The most typical defects in these crystalline

structures are composed of five- and seven-sided rings. A lone

non-six-sided ring represents a disclination, while a five-sided

ring and a seven-sided ring closely coupled to one another rep-

resent a dislocation. Defects arise in the crystalline phase as a

result of thermal fluctuations. However, they are constrained

to exist as tightly coupled dislocation pairs, and the elastic

strain on the surrounding lattice is minimal.

The melting of a crystalline phase into a fluid phase is

characterized by the prevalence of uncoupled dislocations and

disclinations52–54. Unlike dislocation pairs, these defects im-

part distortions on the surrounding lattice region and result

in the decay of orientational order over short length scales.

The initial detailed theory supporting defect-mediated melt-

ing phenomena in two dimensions was developed by Koster-

litz, Thouless, Nelson, Halperin and Young (KTHNY The-
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systems in purely two dimensions28, bolstering our justifica-

tion for analyzing model clathrin lattices through the lens of

defect mediated melting. When the surface underlying an or-

dered crystal is deformable, lone dislocations are stabilized

by localized out-of-plane buckling, which enables melting of

lattices that would otherwise remain crystalline on a flat sur-

face57,58. However, the existence of a finite tension can coun-

teract this melting mechanism by suppressing out-of-plane

deformations25,59. Out-of-plane membrane fluctuations also

play an important role, as they tend to lower the melting tem-

perature of a supported two-dimensional crystal57,60,61.

For ordered crystals that are constrained to surfaces of fixed

non-zero curvature, such as our systems exhibiting indenta-

tion, the energetics of defects and their coupling to one another

depend strongly on the topology and local curvature of the

surface62. In the ground state, certain defects are localized to

certain regions of surfaces through a geometric potential that

is dependent on the Gaussian curvature63–65. The “Gaussian

bump”65–67 is a type of surface deformation whose impact on

associated 2D crystals has been previously studied. This struc-

ture is similar to our spherical cap indentation in that it is an

axially symmetric deformation defined by a central rounded

protrusion. Unlike the Gaussian bump, our indented mem-

branes exhibit sharp changes in curvature near the detachment

points as a response to tension (see Fig. 3), but the fundamen-

tally similar nature of these two surfaces warrants compari-

son. Models of 2D crystals on Gaussian bumps have shown

that decoupled dislocations and disclinations can effectively

alleviate frustration in the crystal when localized to specific

regions65–67. The energetic benefit of these lone dislocations

is only achieved when the bump exceeds some critical aspect

ratio ξc, which depends on the lattice properties and the width

of the bump65,66. Indeed, the aspect ratio ξ of our own inden-

tations approximately exceeds ξc only when f ≥ 0.25, cor-

responding to the fractional indentations that elicit localized

defects or bulk phase transitions.

Several attributes of our model result in distinct physical

behavior that is not typical in the aforementioned 2D crystal

systems. The clathrin pucker angle α0 effectively introduces

a geometric coupling between the triskelia and the membrane

shape, with each subunit preferring a sharply positive Gaus-

sian curvature (Kc = 0.15r−2
0 ) and a sharply negative mean

curvature (Mc = −0.38r−1
0 ) relative to the peaks exhibited in

our system. These mismatches in curvature result in a prepon-

derance of defects and void spaces in the regions surrounding

the detachment points. The localization of void spaces in par-

ticular near high-curvature regions results from the specific

leg-leg bonds that mediate interactions between our subunits.

Unlike in fixed-connectivity models or soft interaction models

(e.g. Yukawa pair potentials67), high local elastic stresses can

be relaxed by the dissociation of specific bonds, which leads

to delocalization of clathrin away from regions of high curva-

ture. The resulting voids sharply reduce the additional elas-

tic strain introduced by nearby lone dislocations or disclina-

tions, enabling the indentation-induced phase transitions that

are shown in many of our numerical simulations.

Clathrin coats stabilize highly curved vesicles in vivo by ag-

gregating into large interconnected structures6,68,69. The exact

origin of membrane curvature and its effect on the function of

these large arrays of proteins is still unresolved. Many proteins

are known to drive membrane curvature through insertion or

scaffolding mechanisms70,71, but there is also evidence that

membrane curvature itself contributes to the localization and

activity of certain associated proteins72–75. For example, cell

surfaces impinged by 200nm nanocones have exhibited ele-

vated levels of both clathrin and amphiphysin, a curvature-

associated protein responsible for recruiting molecules that

enable vesicle scission75. Despite the clear localization of

these endocytic components, there was no observed increase

in endocytic activity on the impinged regions relative to cell

surfaces on flat glass. Nonetheless, other studies have shown

increased molecular uptake induced by nanowires of compar-

atively large aspect ratio, raising the possibility that external

deformations are capable of driving heightened endocytic ac-

tivity22–24. All of these deformations are induced on basal cell

surfaces, which are likely to contain clathrin plaques, but there

has yet to be a detailed assessment of the frequency with which

external impingements interact with plaques in particular. By

enforcing curvature through a fixed spherical indentation in

our simulations, we explicitly demonstrate a transformation

from plaque-like clathrin lattices to fluid states amenable to pit

formation as a physical response to membrane deformations.

Large, flat clathrin plaques similar to our simulated lattices

exist in living cells, but their relation to endocytic vesicle for-

mation is somewhat unclear10. Plaques are capable of slowly

internalizing through an actin-dependent mechanism that is

energetically costly compared to canonical clathrin pit inter-

nalization8–10. Electron microscopy snapshots appear to show

curved pits budding off of plaques11,12, and in vitro systems of

large clathrin lattices on liposomes form spherical buds upon

heating15. Additionally, certain cargo and adaptor proteins

can induce large clathrin coated structures from which CCV’s

bud off, leaving behind a residual clathrin patch76. These find-

ings suggest that clathrin subunits within plaques may occa-

sionally rearrange to form pit-like structures suitable for vesic-

ulation and internalization.

Our work suggests a possible pathway that clathrin lat-

tices can take in transforming from flat plaques to curved pits.

Above a certain degree of indentation, the imposed curvature

on our model membrane acts to disrupt the ordered honey-

comb structure of the lattice by breaking bonds and forming

localized defects, occasionally driving the lattice into the fluid

state. When clathrin are unbound or within a fluid lattice, they

can more easily reorganize into pit-like assemblies that ac-
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commodate curved shapes. These assemblies include isolated

defects such as 5-sided rings that are energetically unfavorable

in flat plaques but topologically required for closed vesicle for-

mation55, a necessary step in endocytosis. This physical path-

way may be at work when nanowire indentations cause local-

ized heightened delivery of biomolecules into cells22 without

directly puncturing the cell membranes23,24.

5 Conclusions

Our numerical simulations demonstrate that crystalline pro-

tein order on flexible fluctuating membranes is dramatically

influenced by local deformations. In very rigid lattices, defects

and void spaces are localized to the region of deformation,

while similar deformations on a lattice with a lower stiffness

causes melting to a fluid phase of the entire surrounding sys-

tem. These observations are consistent with previous studies

of ordered systems on curved, flexible surfaces that identify a

coupling between membrane curvature and defects in crystals.

We therefore identify a physical mechanism by which

clathrin plaques on cell membranes respond to local mem-

brane curvatures in a manner that enhances endocytosis. The

disruption of lattices by localized deformations enables large-

scale lattice reorganization into budding pits that can then ef-

ficiently internalize cargo. Our theoretical findings have di-

rect applications to recent experimental observations, and can

guide the development of future technologies that rely on in-

tracellular transport.

We are grateful to Shafigh Mehraeen, Sarah Heilshorn and

Sebastian Doniach for their valuable discussions of our work.

This work was supported by the Department of Energy, Office

of Basic Energy Sciences, Division of Materials Sciences and

Engineering, under contract DE-AC02-76SF00515.

6 Appendix A: Clathrin Model

We use the same model for our clathrin triskelia as that which

is published in Ref.25, and we present a summary of that

model in this appendix. Each clathrin triskelion is represented

as a three-legged pinwheel. Any unbound leg is capable of

forming a bond with an unbound leg of another triskelion,

causing a reduction in energy equal to ε . Bound pairs of legs

may also unbind. When clathrin are bound to one another,

deformations away from their minimum energy configuration

incurs elastic stresses on the structure through four harmonic

modes, which are illustrated in Fig. 1.

The total energy of a collection of N pinwheels in our model

is given by

Eclath =− ε
N−1

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=i+1

Li j + kr

N−1

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=i+1

V (d − ri j)

[

(

d

ri j

)4

−1

]

+
ks

2

N−1

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=i+1

(ri j − r0)
2

Li j +
kt

2

N−1

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=i+1

γ2
i jLi j

+
kb

2

N

∑
i=1

N−1

∑
j=1

N

∑
k= j+1

χ
jk

i

(

λ
j

i ,λ
k
i ,λ

l
i

)

Li jLik

+
ko

2

N

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

(

α
j

i −α0

)2

Li j,

(2)

where the state of pinwheel i is fully defined by its hub’s po-

sition~ri, its normal vector~ni, and the bond connectivity of its

three legs. The bond connectivity is fully characterized by the

link indicators Li j and the leg index indicators λ
j

i for all the

hub indices j of the other pinwheels in the model. If hubs i

and j are bound, then Li j = 1, whereas if they are unbound,

then Li j = 0. The leg index indicator λ
j

i gives the leg index

(between 1 and 3) of the leg on hub i that connects to hub j,

and λ
j

i = 0 if Li j = 0.

A hard core potential is modulated by the repulsive strength

kr, which is set to 1kBT . It imposes steric limitations on the

locations of the hubs, and is activated between hubs i and j

by the Heaviside step function V (x) only when the separa-

tion between the two is less than a cutoff distance d, which

is set to 0.8r0. The stretching modulus, ks, resists elongation

or compression of the inter-hub bonds relative to their equi-

librium length, r0, and the twisting modulus kt , resists torsion

of these bonds. The in-plane bending modulus kb resists dis-

tortion of the legs beyond a uniform radial distribution when

projected onto their normal plane, through a Hookean angular

spring whose exact form χ
jk

i depends on the bond connectiv-

ity. The out-of-plane bending modulus, ko resists deformation

of the triskelion’s pucker angle away from an intrinsic value

α0, with an unpuckered, planar clathrin structure corresponds

to α0 = 90◦. Ref.25 includes a more detailed mathematical

formulation of this model.

7 Appendix B: Membrane Ground State With

Indentation

Because we test only modest degrees of indentation resulting

in small gradients, the membrane ground state is determined

by setting linear order functional variations of Emem with re-

spect to h equal to zero. Starting from Eqn 1, this gives the

differential equation

∇2

(

∇2h−
h

Lc

)

= 0. (3)
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The solution to Eq. 3, along with the membrane adherence to

the nanoparticle inside the radial coordinate of the detachment

point ρ0, gives the complete axially symmetric ground state

height profile of the membranes. Using the reference point

h(ρ0) = 0 and with ρ = 0 at the center of the indentation, this

profile is

h(ρ) =

{

√

R2
N −ρ2 −

√

R2
N −ρ2

0 if ρ < ρ0

A [K0 (ρ/Lc)−K0 (ρo/Lc)] if ρ ≥ ρ0,
(4)

with

A ≡
Lcρ0

√

R2
N −ρ2

0 K1 (ρ0/Lc)
.

K0 and K1 are 0th and 1st order modified Bessel functions of

the second kind.

To appropriately adjust our simulation boundaries so that

clathrin density is constant, we calculate the surface area

within the area confined by the original boundaries (A0 =
Lx0Ly0) using

As0 =
∫∫

A0

d~ρ

√

1+
(

~∇h(~ρ)
)2

. (5)

The region with excess surface area relative to the flat case

is contained well within a circular region of radius Lx0 for all

our parameter sets, allowing us to evaluate Eq. 5 using polar

coordinates over this region only instead of over the square

cell. The integral is separated into an inner portion for ρ <
ρ0 that is analytically simple, and an outer outer portion for

ρ0 < ρ ≤ Lx0 that we integrate numerically. The excess area is

then given by ∆A= As0−πL2
x0, and the appropriate simulation

boundaries Lx and Ly are then given by the solutions to the two

equations

LxLy = Lx0Ly0 −∆A

Lx

Ly

=
Lx0

Ly0
.

(6)

The Gaussian curvature K of gently curved axially symmet-

ric configurations is defined in polar coordinates as

K (ρ) =
hρρ hρ

ρ
(

1+h2
ρ

)2
, (7)

where hρ and hρρ are the first and second derivatives of the

height field with respect to the radial coordinate ρ , repectively.

Making the variable substitutions z ≡ ρ/Lc and z0 ≡ ρ0/Lc

gives the result,

K (z) =







R−2
N if z < z0

−(A2/L4
c)K1(z)[K0(z)+z−1K1(z)]

z[1+(A/Lc)
2K2

1 (z)]
2 if z ≥ z0,

(8)

that is plotted with respect to ρ in Fig. 3. The mean curvature

M is defined by

M(ρ) =
hρρ +ρ−1

(

hρ +h3
ρ

)

2
(

1+h2
ρ

)3/2
, (9)

resulting in the two-part equation that is also plotted in Fig 3:

M(z) =







R−1
N if z < z0

A[L2
c zK0(z)−A2K2

1 (z)]

Lcz[L2
c+A2K2

1 (z)]
3/2 if z ≥ z0.

(10)
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